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Abstract. One key issue for query answering in dynamic environments is the 

reformulation of a query posed at a peer into another one over a target peer. 

Traditional approaches usually accomplish such task by considering 

equivalence mappings. However, concepts from a source peer do not always 

have exact corresponding concepts in a target one, what results in an empty set 

of reformulations and, possibly, no answer to users. Depending on the users’ 

preferences, it may be better to produce an adapted/enriched query 

reformulation and, consequently, close answers than no answer at all. In this 

paper, we propose a semantic-based approach which brings together both query 

enrichment and query reformulation techniques. To this end, we make use of 

semantics acquired from a set of mappings (that extend the ones commonly 

found) and from the context. We present the algorithms underlying our 

approach, examples illustrating how they work, and some promising 

experimental results.     
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1   Introduction 

Query answering among data sources in networked environments is a challenge which 

has been addressed in different dynamic settings, such as Peer Data Management 

Systems (PDMS) [1, 2]. These environments have a diversity of perspectives and are 

composed by autonomous data sources (peers) which are linked by means of 

mappings (here called correspondences). One special problem concerning these 

architectures is how to exploit the correspondences in order to answer queries and 

provide users with relevant results. Particularly, a crucial point is how to reformulate 

queries among the peers in such a way that the resulting set of answers expresses, as 

closely as possible, what the users defined as important at query submission time, 

considering the current status of the environment.  

Two aspects should be considered when dealing with query reformulation. First, 

querying distributed data sources should be useful for users, i.e., resulting query 



answers should be in conformance with users’ preferences. On the other hand, it is not 

useful for users when they do not receive any answer at all.  A second aspect is that 

concepts from a source peer do not always have exact corresponding concepts in a 

target one, what may result in an empty reformulation and, possibly, no answer to the 

user. Regarding the former aspect, we argue that user preferences and the current 

status of the environment should be taken into account at query reformulation time; 

regarding the latter, the original query should be adapted to bridge the gap between 

the two sets of concepts, using not only equivalence correspondences but also other 

ones that can approximate and/or enrich the queries.  

In this work, we present a query reformulation approach which uses semantics as a 

way to better deal with these mentioned aspects. Thus, in order to capture user 

preferences, query semantics and environmental parameters we use contextual 

information [3].   We accomplish query reformulation and adaptation by means of 

query enrichment. To this end, besides equivalence, we use other correspondences 

which go beyond the ones commonly found, namely: specialization, generalization, 

aggregation, disjointness and closeness. Through this set of semantic 

correspondences, we produce two different kinds of query reformulations: (i) an exact 

one, considering equivalence correspondences and (ii) an enriched one, resulting from 

the set of the other correspondences. The priority is producing the best query 

reformulation through equivalence correspondence, but if that is not possible, or if 

users define that it is relevant for them to receive semantically related answers, an 

enriched reformulation is also generated. As a result, users are provided with both 

exact and/or close answers, according to their preferences.  

We address query reformulation in a setting based on just two peers, although our 

approach can also be used in an extended scenario composed by a set of diverse peers. 

In our work, we are not concerned with view-based query rewriting as works which 

deal with GAV/LAV strategies in order to reformulate queries posed through a global 

schema [4, 5]. Instead, we focus on reformulating a query posed at a source peer in 

terms of a target peer. In this paper, we present the algorithms underlying our 

approach. To clarify matters, we provide some examples illustrating how they can be 

used. We discuss some experiments that have yielded promising results. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 discusses the semantic elements used 

in this work; Section 3 describes the SemRef algorithm and how it works; Section 4 

presents some experimental results. Related work is discussed in Section 5. Finally, 

Section 6 draws our conclusions and points out some future work. 

2   Applying Semantics to Query Reformulation in PDMS 

We have instantiated our approach in a PDMS, although it can be instantiated in any 

dynamic distributed environment. PDMS consist of a set of peers, each one with an 

associated schema that represents the data to be shared with other peers. In such 

systems, schema matching techniques are used to establish schema correspondences 

which form the basis for query reformulation. Queries submitted at a peer are 

answered with data residing at that peer and with data that is reached through 

correspondences over the network of peers.  
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2. O1:x  O2:y, an  isSubConceptOf

3. O1:x  O2:y, an isSuperConceptOf

4. O1:x  O2:y, an isPartOf

5. O1:x  O2:y, an isWholeOf

6. O1:x  O2:y, an isCloseTo

7. O1:x  O2:y, an isDisjointWith

where x and y are elements (concepts/properties) belonging to the 

Fig. 1. Specifying Semantic Correspondences between Peer Ontologies
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constructors are identified. The latter relates to the way the reformulation algorithm 

operates: expanded, where both exact and enriched reformulations may be provided, 

or restricted, where the priority is to produce an exact reformulation, although if it 

results empty, then an enriched reformulation may be provided.  

The context of the environment is acquired at two different moments: (i) at query 

session configuration time, when the user defines the variable Path_Length, which 

limits the number of subsequent reformulations in the set of neighbor peers; and (ii) at 

query submission time, when the system identifies in which peer the query has been 

submitted and also establishes the context of the submission peer neighbors (e.g., 

peer’s availability). Based on this set of contextual elements, the system defines 

where to route and to reformulate the queries.  

Most contextual information used in this work is acquired at query submission 

time. Some are gathered from the users’ preferences, i.e., the way they expect the 

reformulation algorithm to operate. Others are intended to be inferred on the fly 

according to the environment’s conditions. We have represented contextual 

information by a context ontology [8]. However, in this paper, we only deal with the 

context acquired from the user preferences.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Semantic-based Query Reformulation Approach 

2.3 General Principle of Applying Semantics to Query Reformulation 

The principle of our approach is to enhance query reformulation by using semantic 

correspondences between schema ontologies and contextual information in such a 
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The SemRef algorithm always tries to produce the set of exact reformulations, 

although sometimes the produced set is empty. Enriched reformulations will be 

produced in two situations: (i) if the user requires them through the set of enriching 

variables (approximate, specialize, generalize and compose) and expanded query 

execution mode or; if the user has set the enriching variables, the execution mode was 

defined as restricted, but the exact reformulation resulted empty. Such combination of 

possibilities is described in Table 1. In this light, the SemRef algorithm receives as 

input a query Q, submitted in a peer P1, the target peer P2, the set of semantic 

correspondences between them and the context that has been set by the user 

(enriching variables and mode values). As output, it produces one or two reformulated 

queries (Qexact and/or Qenriched). A high level view of SemRef is sketched in Figure 

3. The complete SemRef algorithm is detailed in Figure 4. 

Table 1. User Preferences and Produced Reformulations   

Enriching Variables 

Approximate – Compose- 

Specialize - Generalize 

Mode Produced Reformulated 

Queries  

Expanded 

 

Restricted 

At least one is TRUE TRUE FALSE Exact 

Enriched 

All are FALSE TRUE FALSE Exact 

At least one is TRUE FALSE TRUE Exact  

Enriched, if Exact is EMPTY 

All are FALSE FALSE TRUE Exact 

 

 

Fig. 3. High Level View of SemRef Algorithm  

 

SemRefSemRefSemRefSemRef (Q,(Q,(Q,(Q, PPPP 1111,,,, PPPP2222,,,, Co[OCo[OCo[OCo[O1111,O,O,O,O2222],],],], MODE,MODE,MODE,MODE, REF_VARREF_VARREF_VARREF_VAR,,,, QQQQexactexactexactexact,,,, QQQQenrichedenrichedenrichedenriched))))

Input: Input: Input: Input: Q, P1, P2, Co[O1,O2], MODE, REF_VAR

Output: Output: Output: Output: Qexact, Qenriched

1. For each conjunctive query Qk in Q

2. Find exact reformulation Qk_exact of Qk

3. If (one of APPROXIMATE, COMPOSE, SPECIALIZE, GENERALIZE is TRUE)

4. Then 

5. Find enriched reformulation Qk_enriched of Qk

6. End For;

7. If (at least one of Qk_exact ≠ ∅) 

8. Then 

9. Build final exact reformulation Qexactof Q

10. Else Qexact← ∅

11. If ((MODE is expanded) or (MODE is restricted and Qexact is empty)) and 

12. (at least one of Qk_enriched ≠ ∅)

13. Then

14. Build final enriched reformulation Qenriched of Q

15. Else Qenriched← ∅

16. End SemRef;               



 

Fig. 4. The SemRef Algorithm  

In order to obtain the reformulations, the algorithm performs the following tasks:  

SemRef (Q, P1, P2, Co[P1,P2], MODE, REF_VAR, Qexact, Qenriched) 

For each Qk in Q       /* for each conjunctive query in Q */ 

       B ← TRUE     /* used to stop the search if some concept has no correspondent one in Pj */ 

       While (there is still a concept Cj in Qk to process) and (B=TRUE) 

              S1Cj ← ∅   /* set of concepts that are equivalent to Cj */ 

              S2Cj ← ∅   /* concepts related to Cj by other correspondence except disjointness*/  

              Neg_S2cj ← ∅   /* set of concepts related to Cj by disjointness correspondence */  

              For each isEquivalentTo assertion between Cj and a concept C’ 

                      Add C’ to S1Cj 

               End For;   /* End of the loop related to the assertions equal to   */ 

              For each other kind of assertion involving Cj   

                        If (MODE is expanded) or (MODE is restricted and S1Cj is empty) Then  

                              If APPROXIMATE = TRUE Then  

                                    If there is a concept C’ in P’ such that C’  Cj Then  

                                     Add C’ to S2Cj 

 If SPECIALIZE = TRUE Then  

                                     If there is a concept C’ in P’ such that C’  Cj Then    

                                     Add C’ to S2Cj 

                              If GENERALIZE = TRUE Then  

                                    If there is a concept C’ in P’ such that C’ Cj Then    

                                     Add C’ to S2Cj 

                              If COMPOSE = TRUE Then  

                                    If there is a concept C’ in P’ such that C’ Cj or C’  Cj Then  

                                     Add C’ to S2Cj 

                              If Cj is negated Then  

                                    If there is a concept C’ in P’ such that C’ Cj Then  

                                     Add C’ to Neg_S2Cj 

                                     BNeg ← TRUE  

               End For;    /* End of the loop related to the assertions different from  */ 

               If (S1Cj = ∅ and S2Cj  = ∅ and Neg_S2C2 = ∅) Then B ← FALSE  

       End While;    /* End of the loop processing concepts */ 

       B1 ← TRUE;  If (one of S1Cj = ∅) Then B1 ← FALSE    /* the conjunction fails */ 

       B2 ← TRUE;  If (one of S2Cj = ∅) Then B2 ← FALSE    /* the conjunction fails */ 

       If B1 = TRUE Then Qk_exact ← Build_Exact_Reformulation (Qk, S1C1, S1C2, …, S1Cp)  

                            Else Qk_exact ← ∅ 

       If B2 = TRUE or BNeg = TRUE  Then Qk_enriched ← Build_Enriched_Reformulation(Qk,  

                                                              S2C1, … S2Cp,Neg_S2C1, … Neg_S2Cp) 

                                                       Else Qk_enriched ← ∅ 

End For;    /* End of the loop processing the conjunctive queries Qk */  

If (at least one of Qk_exact ≠ ∅)     /* at least one of Qk’s exact is not empty  */ 

    Then Qexact ← Build_Final_Exact_Reformulation (Q, Q1_exact, …, Qm_exact) 

    Else Qexact  ← ∅ 

If ((MODE is expanded) or (MODE is restricted and Qexact is empty)) and  

      (at least one of Qk_enriched ≠ ∅)    

      Then Qenriched  ← Build_Final_Enriched_Reformulation (Q, Q1_enriched,…,  

                                         Qm_ enriched) 

     Else Qenriched  ← ∅ 

End_SemRef; 



I. It receives query Q
conjunctive query 

adds the corresponding concepts 

• S1Cj: the set of concepts that are equivalent to 

• S2Cj: the set of concepts related to 

(closeness, specialization, 

is produced if the reformulation mode is 

S1Cj is empty. 

• Neg_S2Cj: 
disjointness correspondences in order to directly get the opposite 

concept. In this case, the concept is added to 

no disjointness correspondence, a variable 

later in the algorithm, the negation is done over the corresponding 

concept found through the set of other semantic correspondences 

(equivalence, specialization, generalization, part

closeness).  

II. After processing all the concepts of a co

there were exact correspondences and if the conjunction did not fail (i.e., all 

existing concepts in the conjunction had corresponding ones). If so, it builds 

the exact reformulation for the current conjunctive query 

III. If there were enriching correspondences and the conjunction did not fail, then 

SemRef builds the enriched reformulation for the current conjunctive query 

IV. Finally, after processing all the conjunctive queries 

the final Qexact, as the disjunction of the resulting exact conjunctions and the 

final Qenriched as the disjunction of the resulting enriched conjunctions.

As a way to present SemRef

next section.  

3.2   SemRef in Practice  

Our example scenario is composed by two peers 

“Education” knowledge domain. In this scenario, peers have complementary data 

about academic people and their work

ontology – O1 (Semiport.owl

considered as background knowledge

In order to identify the semantic correspondences between 

rules described in Section 

correspondences between 

unidirectional, we present examples of this set concerning the concept FullProfessor 

(from O1) with some related concepts in 

O1:FullProfessor  O

O1:FullProfessor  O2:AssociateProfessor, 

illustrative set, we can see the equivalence correspondence between FullProfessor in 

                                        
1 The complete ontologies are available at 

http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~speed/ontologies/Ontologies.html

Q (a disjunction of conjunctions of ALC concepts). For each 

conjunctive query Qk in Q, while there are concepts Cj in Qk to process, it 

corresponding concepts to one of three sets: 

: the set of concepts that are equivalent to Cj  

: the set of concepts related to Cj by other kinds of correspondence 

specialization, generalization, part-of and whole-of). This set 

is produced if the reformulation mode is expanded or it is restricted and 

is empty.  

: if there is a negation over Cj, SemRef searches for 

disjointness correspondences in order to directly get the opposite 

concept. In this case, the concept is added to Neg_S2Cj set. If there is 

no disjointness correspondence, a variable BNeg is set to TRUE a

later in the algorithm, the negation is done over the corresponding 

concept found through the set of other semantic correspondences 

(equivalence, specialization, generalization, part-of, whole-of or 

After processing all the concepts of a conjunctive query, SemRef verifies if 

there were exact correspondences and if the conjunction did not fail (i.e., all 

existing concepts in the conjunction had corresponding ones). If so, it builds 

the exact reformulation for the current conjunctive query Qk. 

If there were enriching correspondences and the conjunction did not fail, then 

builds the enriched reformulation for the current conjunctive query Q

Finally, after processing all the conjunctive queries Qk of Q, SemRef produces 

, as the disjunction of the resulting exact conjunctions and the 

as the disjunction of the resulting enriched conjunctions. 

SemRef’s main steps execution, we provide some examples

 

scenario is composed by two peers P1 and P2 which belong to the 

“Education” knowledge domain. In this scenario, peers have complementary data 

about academic people and their work (e.g., research). Each peer is described by one 

Semiport.owl) and O2 (UnivBench.owl). Furthermore, we have 

background knowledge a public DO named UnivCSCMO.owl
1
.  

In order to identify the semantic correspondences between O1 and O2, the set of 

rules described in Section 2.1 was applied [9]. As a result, the set of semantic

correspondences between O1 and O2 was identified. Since the correspondences are 

e present examples of this set concerning the concept FullProfessor 

) with some related concepts in O2: O1:FullProfessor  O2:FullProfessor, 

O2:Professor, O1:FullProfessor  O2:VisitingProfessor, 

:AssociateProfessor, O1:FullProfessor  O2:Course. In this 

, we can see the equivalence correspondence between FullProfessor in 
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http://www.cin.ufpe.br/~speed/ontologies/Ontologies.html 
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there were exact correspondences and if the conjunction did not fail (i.e., all 
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If there were enriching correspondences and the conjunction did not fail, then 

Qk. 

produces 

, as the disjunction of the resulting exact conjunctions and the 

s in 
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is described by one 
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Since the correspondences are 

e present examples of this set concerning the concept FullProfessor 

:FullProfessor, 

:VisitingProfessor, 

:Course. In this 

, we can see the equivalence correspondence between FullProfessor in 

The complete ontologies are available at 



O1 and O2. This is the most commonly identified correspondence type in traditional 

query reformulation approaches. On the other hand, by using the semantics 

underlying the DO, we can identify other unusual correspondences. In this fragment, 

FullProfessor has been identified as: (i) sub-concept of Professor; (ii) close to 

VisitingProfessor; (ii) disjoint with AssociateProfessor; and; (iii) part of Course.  

We present the SemRef main steps in practice through the query Q = 
FullProfessor, submitted in P1. SemRef starts by initializing the sets S1C1, S2C1 and 

Neg_S2C1. The first set receives the concepts that are equivalent to FullProfessor, i.e., 

S1C1 = {FullProfessor}. The second set receives the concepts resulting from the other 

correspondences (except disjointness), i.e., S2C1 = {VisitingProfessor, Professor, 

Course}, considering that the user has set all four enriching variables to TRUE and 

the reformulation mode to EXPANDED. The third set would receive disjoint 

concepts, if there was a negation over the concept FullProfessor. Since the query is 

composed by only one concept and there is no negation over it, the algorithm verifies 

that both sets (S1C1 and S2C1) are not empty and consequently builds both exact and 

enriched reformulations. The final exact reformulation is Qexact = [FullProfessor]. 
The enriched one is Qenriched = [VisitingProfessor + Professor + Course].    

Another example regards the submitted query Q = ¬UndergraduateStudent (in 

P1). Suppose that the user has set the specialize variable to TRUE, and the restricted 

option for the reformulation mode. Also, assume that there is no equivalent concept of 

UndergraduateStudent in P2, what implies in S1C1 = { }. Since query execution mode 

was defined as restricted, but S1C1 was empty, enrichment is considered by SemRef. 

Thus, S2C1 set receives {Monitor}, according to the specialization correspondence. 

Because there is a negation over the concept UndergraduateStudent, the third set 

Neg_S2C1 is set to {Worker, GraduateStudent}, according to disjointness 

correspondences. Thereby, although the algorithm does not build an exact 

reformulation, it produces an enriched one, negating over the concept Monitor, and 

providing a union of such negation with the concepts Worker and GraduateStudent 

(from Neg_S2C1 set). The final exact reformulation is Qexact = { }, but the final 

enriched one is Qenriched = [¬Monitor + Worker + GraduateStudent].    

4   Experiments and Results 

We have developed the SemRef approach within a query submission module 

(implemented in Java) for our PDMS. Figure 5 shows a screenshot of the module’s 

main window that is split into three parts: (i) the peer ontology area; (ii) the query 

formulation area and (iii) the query results area. Queries can be formulated using the 

concepts provided by the peer ontology, using Sparql
2
 or ALC-DL. In this paper, we 

present our experiments using queries expressed in DL.  

Considering the peers presented in the previous example, we identified the set of 

correspondences between their ontologies which was stored in a RDF file. A fragment 

of such file is shown in Figure 6, where the concept undergraduatestudent is stated 

as disjointwith worker, partof course and subconceptof student. Then, we ran 

                                                           
2 http://www.w3.org/TR/rdf-sparql-query/ 



several queries from P1 to P2 and vice-versa. For each query, we evaluated its 

reformulation, considering semantics and not considering semantics, i.e., with 

different enriching variables and restricted/expanded mode and without enriching 

variables and restricted/expanded mode. As a result, we observed that concepts that 

only exist in one of the peer ontologies usually do not have an equivalent concept in 

the target one, thus entailing an empty exact reformulation. In these cases, enriching 

the reformulation has been essential, otherwise, no reformulation query would be 

obtained. An example of one reformulated query where Qexact is empty is shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Query Interface 

 

Fig. 6. Some Correspondences between P1 and P2 

Even enabling only one of the enriching variables has shown to entail a promising 

query reformulation result. When our approach takes into account the preference of 

the user and exploits the correspondences built from them, we are able to obtain new 

queries including additional concepts and, consequently, additional related answers.  

Figure 8 presents one query example, considering only approximate = TRUE, where 

SemRef produces both exact and enriched reformulations (in this case, only 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://swrc.ontoware.org/ontology/portal#UndergraduateStudent">

<j.0:isDisjointWith>http://www.lehigh.edu/~zhp2/univbench.owl#Worker</j.0:isDisjointWith>

<j.0:isPartOf>http://www.lehigh.edu/~zhp2/univbench.owl#Course</j.0:isPartOf>

<j.0:isSubConceptOf>http://www.lehigh.edu/~zhp2/univbench.owl#Student</j.0:isSubConceptOf>



GraduateStudent has an equivalent concept in P2). Besides, when users set at least 

one of the enriching variables, they are also defining that the negation over concepts 

must be dealt with, not only with the usual correspondences, but, particularly with 

disjointness (GraduateStudent isdisjointwith UndergraduateStudent). 

 

Fig. 7. Empty Exact Reformulation and Not Empty Enriched Reformulation   

 

Fig. 8. Both Exact and Enriched Reformulations 

In summary, the experimental results support the hypothesis that considering 

semantics through the set of correspondences and acquired context enhances the 

query reformulation process, by providing exact and/or enriched reformulations. In 

this version, we have considered the context of the user/query, through the set of 

defined preferences, verifying the possibilities that may arrive when expanded or 

restricted option is enabled. Since we have conducted our experiments considering 

only two peers (a source and a target), we have not used the variable Path_length. 

Besides, for performance reasons, although we produce one or two reformulations of 

a given query, we put both reformulations together in one execution query. Thus, a 

peer executes one query and returns its answers to the submission peer which 

integrates all the results and presents the final one.  

5   Related Work 

Query reformulation techniques have been tackled in diverse environments. The 

works of Necib and Freytag [10] and Kostadinov [11] use semantic knowledge to 

enrich queries. The former uses knowledge provided by a DO and correspondences to 

a single database. The latter uses knowledge from user profiles in a mediator-based 

system. Regarding PDMS, Piazza is one that performs query reformulation by means 

of equivalence and inclusion mappings [1]. Other approaches have some peculiarities: 

Xiao and Cruz [12] consider integrity constraints specified on data sources; Calvanese 

and his group [13] present the “What-To-Ask” problem (WTA) and compute its 

solution through three kinds of mappings - subsumption between classes, participation 

of classes in roles and mandatory participation of classes in roles; the work of 

Adjiman et al. [2] shows query reformulation in SomeRDFS reduced to the problem 

Query Mode: Expanded
Using Reformulation Variables: Yes

Selected Variables: Approximate, Generalize, Compose, Specialize

Original Query (Source Peer): PhDStudent
Exact Query (Target Peer): 
Enriched Query (Target Peer): [[MasterStudent ⊔ GraduateStudent]]

Query Mode: Expanded

Using Reformulation Variables: Yes
Selected Variables: Approximate

Original Query (Source Peer): ¬GraduateStudent ⊔ Lecturer ⊔ TechnicalStaff
Exact Query (Target Peer): [[¬GraduateStudent]]
Enriched Query (Target Peer): [[UndergraduateStudent]] ⊔ [[PostDoc ⊔ Professor]] ⊔ [[Assistant ⊔ Faculty]]



of consequence finding over logical propositional theories and, finally, 

Stuckenschmidt et al. [14’] provide query reformulation using concept approximation 

and query relaxation.  

Comparing these works with ours, correspondences in most of them are restricted 

to equivalence and subsumption (SomeRDFS also considers disjunction).  We go one 

step further as we also use other kinds of semantic reformulation rules (e.g., closeness 

and aggregation) which are obtained from the set of semantic correspondences 

between the peers. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, closeness is a kind of 

semantic correspondence that is not found in any related work. As presented in 

Section 3, when users enable approximation, closeness correspondences may provide 

expanding concepts related in a given context. Another difference concerns the use 

we make of disjointness correspondences when there are negations to deal with. We  

are able to directly obtain the disjoint concept as a solution to the negation of the 

original concept. Furthermore, the mentioned works do not deal with context. 

Differently, our work produces reformulated queries considering the context of the 

user (preferences), of the query (mode) and of the environment (relevant peers). 

Moreover, our work prioritizes the generation of exact reformulations, but, depending 

on the context, it also generates an enriched version, which may avoid empty 

reformulations, providing a larger set of reformulated queries, and, consequently, 

non-empty expanded answers to users.  

6   Conclusions and Further Work  

In environments which are highly dynamic, the semantics surrounding queries are 

rather important to produce results with relevance according to users’ needs and 

environment’s capabilities. This work has presented a semantic-based query 

reformulation approach instantiated in a PDMS that brings together both query 

enrichment and query reformulation. What differentiates SemRef approach from other 

ones is that it goes beyond traditional correspondences usage, by means of some 

extended semantic correspondences (e.g., closeness) identification as well as by 

considering context. In this sense, SemRef prioritizes the generation of exact 

reformulations but, depending on the current context (e.g., reformulation mode), it 

also generates an enriched version. As a result, users benefit from such enrichment, 

getting additional and/or close answers, if so they choose.  

Experiments carried out have shown that, if we consider only equivalent 

correspondences (without semantics), some reformulations result empty. Considering 

semantics, enriched reformulations are generated, providing additional expanded 

reformulations and query answers.  

Currently, we are developing rules to allow reasoning over the contextual 

information already instantiated in a specific context ontology [8]. This reasoning 

might improve the query reformulation and routing processes. As further work, we 

will instantiate additional query reformulation scenarios which may allow us to work 

with other different contextual settings and with larger datasets.  
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